
THE NEW 
NEFF COLLECTION
DARK, DRAMATIC, CONTEMPORARY



READY TO JOIN 
THE DARK SIDE?

ENJOY STRONG, 
SEAMLESS 
VENTILATION

NEFF stop at nothing to feed cooks’ passion for food and get them closer 
to their cooking. The latest additions to our NEFF Collection push creative 
boundaries yet again.

Our stunning new Graphite Grey range is dark, dramatic and contemporary. 
These built-in appliances feature graphite toned handles and strips for a 
look that is sleeker, darker and bang on trend.

Now available on selected N70 and N90 ovens, compact ovens, warming 
drawer, hob, hood, coff ee machine and dishwashers. The fl exible range 
also off ers solutions for seamless installation in banks or tower settings.

Also fresh to NEFF Collection is new 
Glass Draft Ventilation. Unique surface 
extraction with Guided Air Technology 
is powerful, yet silent.

Combining seamlessly with a sleek 
range of hobs, Glass Draft is ideal for 
kitchen islands and helps create the 
perfect social space.

Our stunning new Graphite Grey range is dark, dramatic and contemporary. 



INTRODUCING THE NEW ENERGY LABEL, 
EFFECTIVE 1ST MARCH 2021

Technological development over the past few years has resulted in a higher concentration of products 
that carry labels with a value of A+ or better. Consequently, the label has not been fulfi lling its original 
function as an aid for making purchasing decisions as well as it formerly did. Other basic conditions like 
user behaviour have also changed. That’s why it’s time to adapt the existing energy label. The fi rst home 
appliances to have the new label will be washing machines, washer-dryers, dishwashers, cooling appliances and 
wine coolers. As of 1 March 2021, these appliances must show the new label when sold in shops, online, etc. 
As the new label has to be added to these appliances before this date, we would like to provide you now with 
some information on the future energy label.

The energy effi ciency class for 
dishwashers continues to be based on 
the Eco programme. However, the test 
standard has been changed. For example, 
cups, pots and plastic utensils will be 
used to determine cleaning and drying 
performance to better refl ect actual 
usage behaviour. What is new is the 
specifi cation of the duration of the Eco 
programme. This programme is especially 
eco-friendly, is ideal for normally soiled 
dishes and is the most effi cient programme 
in the combination of energy and water 
consumption. As with washing machines 
and washer-dryers, energy consumption 
will be based on 100 
cleaning cycles.

The outgoing energy label for 
washer dryers has not been revised 
since it was fi rst introduced in 
1996, which is why it still shows the 
original scale of A to G. Because 
washer dryers are more frequently 
used just for washing, the label is 
divided into two parts. The left side 
of the label specifi es the values 
for the complete wash and dry 
operating cycle. The right side of 
the label shows the values for the 
wash cycle alone. The values to be 
specifi ed on this label for the wash 
cycle alone refl ect the changes in 
mandatory information for the new 
washing machine label.

As with the other labels, the scale of energy 
effi ciency classes is also changing for the 
labels of wine cabinets. Furthermore, a QR
code and the noise emission classes are 
also given here. As before, the annual 
energy consumption and the number of 
standard wine bottles to be stored are still 
shown.

One of the major changes in the energy
label for washing machines is the change
in the test programme to which all label
values refer. Like, for example, the energy
consumption which will be based on 100
wash cycles. The new Eco 40-60*
programme is suitable for cleaning
normally soiled fabrics made of cotton,
linen or mixed fi bres which, based on
their care symbol, are washable at 40°C
or 60°C. The fabrics named may be
combined in this wash cycle. The Eco
40-60 programme is the most effi cient
programme in the combination of energy
and water consumption.

The procedure for determining the energy class 
is now more comprehensive. It takes into account 
the type of appliance, its operating principle, 
the room’s temperature and the number and 
size of storage compartments. The rest of the 
elements on the new energy label basically remain 
the same. Energy consumption continues to 
be specifi ed in kWh as an annual consumption 
(annum). The label also provides information on 
the total volume of all refrigerator compartments 
and all freezer compartments, if any, and on noise 
emissions and the noise emission class.

SAMPLE OF NEW 
ENERGY LABEL FOR 
DISHWASHERS:

1. QR code
2. Energy effi ciency class
3.  Energy consumption in kWh/100 

operating cycles (in Eco 
programme)

4.  Number of standard place settings 
for the Eco programme

5.  Water consumption in litres/
operating cycle (in Eco programme)

6. Duration of the Eco programme
7.  Noise emissions expressed in dB(A) 

re 1pW and noise emission class

WASHER DRYERS:

1. QR Code
2.  Energy effi ciency class* 

(complete operating cycle)
3.  Energy effi ciency class* (wash cycle)
4.  Weighted energy consumption* in kWh/100 

cycles (complete operating cycle**)
5.  Weighted energy consumption* 

in kWh/100 cycles (wash cycle)
6.  Maximum load capacity 

(complete operating cycle**)
7.  Maximum load capacity (wash cycle)
8.  Weighted water consumption* in litres/

operating cycle (complete operating cycle**)
9.  Weighted water consumption* in litres/

operating cycle (wash cycle)
10.  Programme duration (complete operating 

cycle)
11.  Duration of Eco 40-60 programme
12. Spin effi ciency class
13.  Noise emissions during spin cycle expressed 

in dB(A) re 1 pW and noise emission class

WINE CABINETS:

1. QR code
2. Energy effi ciency class
3.  Energy consumption in kWh/annum 

(measured under new standard 
conditions)

4.  Number of standard wine bottles 
that can be stored

5.  Noise emissions expressed in dB(A) 
re 1 pW and noise emission class

WASHING 
MACHINES:

1. QR Code
2. Energy effi ciency class**
3.  Weighted energy consumption** in 

kWh/100 operating cycles (in Eco 
40-60 programme)

4. Maximum load capacity
5. Duration of Eco 40-60 programme
6.  Weighted water consumption** in 

litres/operating cycle (in Eco 40-60 
programme)

7. Spin effi ciency class**
8.  Noise emissions during spin cycle 

expressed in dB(A) re 1 pW and 
noise emission class

FRIDGE AND FREEZER
APPLIANCES:

1. QR Code
2. Energy effi ciency class
3.  Energy consumption in kWh/annum 

(measured under new standard 
conditions)

4.  Total volume of all freezer 
compartments

5.  Total volume of all refrigerator 
compartments

6.  Noise emissions expressed in dB(A) 
re 1 pW and noise emission class

* Eco 40-60
In order to achieve optimal energy effi ciency, 
an optimal washing temperature is defi ned for this 
programme. This temperature can’t be changed by the 
customer. The actual washing temperature is specifi ed 
in the user manual and, depending on the load size, 
may deviate from the selected washing temperature 
for reasons of saving energy. Washing performance 
complies with legal requirements.
** Values apply to quarter, half and full loads.

* Values apply to washing quarter, half and full 
loads and washing and drying half and full loads.
** Wash and dry.

NEW!



CLASSIC SHAKER DISPLAY
N70 OVEN KITCHEN
FOR THE SERIOUS CHEF

If cooking is more than just a hobby, this 
NEFF Collection gives you incredible freedom. 
Appliances with intelligent innovation and 
sublime style to help you take cooking, and 
kitchen design, to new heights.

N70 Oven 
B57CR22G0B

Ventilation
D96IMW1G1

N70 Compact 
C17MR02G0B

Hob
T68FS6RX2

Warming Drawer 
N17HH10G0B

Dishwasher
S199YB800E

Wine Cabinet
KU9202HF0
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Packed with innovative features 
and functions, perfect for those 
that love to experiment.

Powerful, silent extraction 
to suit your kitchen and 
lifestyle, with matching 
Graphite Grey strips.

FlexInduction with TwistPad® 
Fire - seamless installation 
available with 80cm 
I88WMM1S7B.

The new NEFF dishwashers 
off er you more fl exibility 
than ever before.

30cm Built Under 
Wine Cabinet shown. 
*Core Range Product.

For the ultimate fl exibility, 
compact oven with microwave 
for seamless installation.

Versatile and useful for 
everything from warming plates 
before dinner, to proving bread.

Find out more at
neff -home.com/uk
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N70 OVEN N70 COMPACT
B57CR22G0B
Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Ovens

C17MR02G0B
Compact 45cm Oven with Microwave

DESIGN FEATURES

DESIGN FEATURES ON 
N70 OVEN & N70 COMPACT

FEATURES

Graphite Grey Slim Handle and Trim

SeamlessCombination® Strips

Slide&Hide®

Pyrolytic Cleaning

CircoTherm®

Mysterious and subtle, yet beautiful and inviting. Whether you 
prefer a soft or darker shade, grey is a neutral that can be used 
anywhere you would use white. So, we have chosen a versatile 
hue, Graphite Grey. Its simplicity will add depth and character 
to one of your home’s most important rooms – your kitchen.

Great design is about simplicity and understanding the 
details. With SeamlessCombination® strips you can create 
your perfect kitchen installation by choosing the appliances 
to suit your lifestyle. Combine the N70 or N90 to create a 
sleek and stylish fi nish.

Z11SZ60G0
For Compact Oven with 14cm warming drawer.

Z11SZ90G0
For 60cm Slide&Hide® Oven with 45cm Compact Oven 
(special aperture applies).

Our unique disappearing door slides 
smoothly under the cavity to give more 
room and freedom. Makes basting, 
tasting and monitoring easier than ever.

To enjoy a spotless oven in minutes, 
simply press the button, wait and then wipe. 
Now you can spend less time cleaning, 
more time creating and entertaining.

With CircoTherm® hot air technology 
you can cook, roast and bake four 
diff erent dishes on four shelves, 
without your fl avours mingling.

Everything the serious chef could need. 
Innovative features make cooking a pleasure, 
while sleek, seamless design works beautifully 
in banks or tower settings.

The Compact built-in oven with integral 
microwave off ers more ways to cook quickly 
and conveniently, in a very small space.

WARMING DRAWER
N17HH10G0B
Warming Drawer

A must-have for any serious chef or host. 
So versatile, they keep food warm, warm 
plates, gently defrost and even prove 
bread. Features our new sleek Graphite 
Grey handle and trim.

CircoTherm®
Our smart hot air system lets you roast or 
bake four dishes on four diff erent levels and 
fl avours stay where they’re supposed to.

TFT-Display with 
Small Shift Control

ff ers the best of a high resolution 
display with a shift panel button for 
precise and easy navigation.

Combined Microwave and Oven
Installing the NEFF compact oven with microwave 
gives a highly versatile alternative to a double oven 
when installed with the NEFF Single Oven.

Slide&Hide®

PYROLYTIC

CircoTherm®

CircoTherm®

Shift Control

Compact 45cm Oven with Microwave

The Compact built-in oven with integral 
microwave off ers more ways to cook quickly 



FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Ambient Light
Choose from 31 colours to illuminate 
and personalise your kitchen wall in 
a tone that suits your style.

Flex 3rd Basket
Sometimes all we need is a bit more 
space, even if it’s temporary. With Flex 
3rd Basket you can create more space 
for glasses, bowls and more. You even 
create extra room for dishes in the top 
and bottom baskets. Clever waves ensure 
that everything stays put, while your big 
knives are safe in the removable knife inlay. 
Additional protection blocks utensils from 
sliding out. Flex 3rd Basket can be easily 
swapped with Flex Cutlery Drawer.

Hob-Hood Control
Conveniently control the hood from 
the hob (with Wi-Fi enabled hob).

Remote & Voice Control
With Home Connect you can control the hood 
from an app or with your voice, perfect if you 
have messy hands from cooking.

Fully Automatic Hood
Cooking has never been easier, thanks to 
fully automatic hood control when the hob 
is switched on.

Adjustable LED White Colour Temperature
Set the mood in your kitchen, easily adjust the 
light to the shade that’s right for the moment.

Special Noise Insulation
Guarantees an extremely quiet cooking experience. 
Lose the sound but not the power.

CHIMNEY HOOD
D96IMW1G1
Angled Glass Chimney Hood

Powerful, silent extraction with black 
glass and new Graphite Grey edging.

DISHWASHERS
S199YB800E & S299YB800E

As fl exible as life, even the most creative,
social of lives. Let NEFF take care of the
dishes while you concentrate on cooking
and entertaining.

Home Connect – your new 
Favourite function
Sometimes we know exactly what we want 
– and having it saved makes life even easier. 
With Home Connect you can choose a 
programme, option, or combination on your 
dishwasher and save it as “Favourite”, either 
via the app or directly on the dishwasher. 
Start your selection with a single push and 
enjoy the spare moments.

Home Connect

TwistPad Fire®
An innovative, removable magnetic 
control dial which stylishly illuminates.

TwistPadFire®

Hob-Hood Control
Allows you to manage the settings for 
both the hob and hood, directly from 
the hob itself.

Flex 3rd
Basket

Gap Illumination
Let your eyes follow the light bar on 
the side of your fully integrated high-built 
dishwasher. If Gap Illumination is on, 
the dishwasher is running. And if you 
open the door and pause the cycle, 
the light starts blinking.

Gap
Illumination

Vario Hinge
Vario Hinge off ers the perfect solution 
for installations with limited clearance. 
Available on both models.

Vario Hinge

Power Move
Divide the hob into three heat zones, each 
with a diff erent power level. So now you 
can move a pot easily between intense heat 
at the front, simmering in the middle and a 
low, keep-warm temperature at the back.

Power Move

Open Dry
Bye-bye manually opening the door of your 
dishwasher to allow the load to cool off . 
Open Dry takes care of that by opening 
the door automatically during the drying 
phase. Your dishes aren’t just sparkling 
clean, they’re also cool whenever you feel 
like unloading.

Open Dry

Flex Induction

IN

Flex Induction 
Every cook has their own unique cooking style, 
so Flex Induction gives ultimate fl exibility and 
control. This also means that you can enjoy 
even heat distribution across large cookware 
items such as griddle plates. Extended zones 
allow you to cook using accessories up to 
40cm and pots up to 30cm in length.

Frying Sensor Frying Sensor
With fi ve temperature settings, Frying 
Sensor monitors heat and holds it steady. 
So, there’s no more burning and you enjoy 
the best possible results.

FLEX INDUCTION HOB
T68FS6RX2
Flex Induction Hob

Cooking at the top table needs 
the best possible control. 
Welcome to NEFF Flex Induction.

BA
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N90 Oven 
B57CS24G0B

Coff ee Machine
C17KS61G0

N90 Compact 
C17MS32G0B

Flex Induction Hob
T59FS5RX2

Warming Drawer 
N17HH10G0B

Glass Draft
I98WMM1S7B

Dishwasher
S199YB800E

Wine Cabinet
KU9213HG0

1

1

Become your own home 
barista. Make coff ee just the 
way your family loves it.

FlexInduction with TwistPad®
Fire - seamless installation
available with 90cm 
I98WMM1S7B.

Our top of the range cooking 
appliance. Everything a 
cookaholic could desire. 
Available with NEFF’s iconic 
Slide&Hide® door.

Unique new surface 
extraction. Guided Air 
Technology off ers powerful, 
silent, seamless ventilation.

To off er the ultimate 
fl exibility, compact oven 
with microwave for 
seamless installation.

The new NEFF dishwashers 
off er you more fl exibility 
than ever before.

The Gourmet cookaholic’s 
must-have appliance. 
Keep your creations warm, 
warm plates, all while you 
create and entertain.

60cm Built Under 
Wine Cabinet shown. 
*Core Range Product.
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Find out more at
neff -home.com/uk

MODERN 
CONTEMPORARY DISPLAY
N90 OVEN KITCHEN
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GOURMET

If cooking is more than just a hobby, this 
NEFF Collection gives you incredible freedom. 
Appliances with intelligent innovation and 
sublime style to help you take cooking, and 
kitchen design, to new heights.
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N90 OVEN
B57CS24G0B
Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Ovens

Fine food needs the fi nest equipment. 
Look no further than the N90, 
made to inspire, made to create.

Graphite Grey Slim Handle and Trim

SeamlessCombination® Strips

Mysterious and subtle, yet beautiful and inviting. Whether you 
prefer a soft or darker shade, grey is a neutral that can be used 
anywhere you would use white. So, we have chosen a versatile 
hue, Graphite Grey. Its simplicity will add depth and character to 
the most important part of any gourmet’s home – the kitchen.

Like the best food, great design is about simplicity and 
understanding the details. With SeamlessCombination® 
strips you can create your perfect kitchen installation by 
choosing the appliances to suit your lifestyle. Combine 
the N70 or N90 to create a sleek & stylish fi nish.

Z11SZ60G0
For Compact Oven with 14cm warming drawer.

Z11SZ90G0
For 60cm Slide&Hide® Oven with 45cm Compact Oven 
(special aperture applies).

Slide&Hide®
Our unique disappearing door slides 
smoothly under the cavity to give more 
room and freedom. Makes basting, 
tasting and monitoring easier than ever.

Slide&Hide®

Pyrolytic Cleaning
To enjoy a spotless oven in minutes, 
simply press the button, wait and then wipe. 
Now you can spend less time cleaning, 
more time creating and entertaining.

PYROLYTIC

CircoTherm®
With CircoTherm® hot air technology 
you can cook, roast and bake four 
diff erent dishes on four shelves, 
without your fl avours mingling.

CircoTherm®

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Ovens

Fine food needs the fi nest equipment. 

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Ovens

DESIGN FEATURES ON 
N90 OVEN & N90 COMPACT

DESIGN FEATURES



FEATURES
Home Connect 
enabled/Coff ee Playlist

SensoFlow System

Home Connect app lets you control your coff ee 
machine via the handy app or through voice control. 
Simply enter your family’s choice of beverage all at 
once and the machine will prepare them one after 
another. Great coff ee made simple.

With an Intelligent Heater Inside, the sensoFlow 
System guarantees the right temperature and 
best aroma every time.

N90 COMPACT
C17MS32G0B
Compact 45cm Oven with Microwave

Small, but beautifully formed. 
Compact ovens are still big on all 
the innovations gourmets demand.

COFFEE MACHINE
C17KS61G0
Compact 45cm Coff ee Machine

The built-in coff ee centre with Home 
Connect makes barista-style drinks at the 
touch of a button or via the handy app.

WARMING DRAWER
N17HH10G0B
Warming Drawer

A must for any serious chef or host. 
So versatile, they keep food warm, 
warm plates, gently defrost and even 
prove bread. Features our new sleek 
Graphite Grey handle and trim.

FEATURES
TFT-Display with Shift Control
Trusty yet stylish, Shift Control off ers both 
a medium Touch Control display along with 
a shift panel to aid navigation.

Shift Control

CircoTherm®
Our smart hot air system lets you roast or 
bake four dishes on four diff erent levels and 
fl avours stay where they’re supposed to.

CircoTherm®

Combined Microwave and Oven
Microwave combination ovens provide all the results 
and benefi ts of a traditional oven, but save you time 
and space.

touch of a button or via the handy app.



GLASS DRAFT
80cm I88WMM1S7B & 90cm I98WMM1S7B
Glass Downdraft Hoods

Unique new surface extraction. 
Guided Air Technology off ers 
powerful, silent, seamless ventilation.

Easy Access Filter
Glass Draft Hood has fi lters that come to 
you when needed. No more reaching into 
the hood to remove them. At the push of 
a button, the fi lters are brought above the 
surface where they can be reached easily 
and placed in the dishwasher. Recirculation 
fi lters are placed just underneath again for 
easy access when the saturation indicators 
illuminate to notify you of servicing.

FEATURES
Guided Air Technology
Forget steamy kitchens. Glass Draft Hood, 
our powerful new extraction system, pulls 
steam and odours from all corners of the 
hob, with no limitations. No matter how 
ambitious your dish or how you use the 
cooking surface.

Seamless Hob Installation
Celebrate your kitchen design with visual unity. 
Our Glass Draft Hood has been designed to be 
installed seamlessly with our 80cm T68FS6RX2 
and 90cm T59FS5RX2 induction hobs, for one 
aesthetic composition.

Ambient Light
The passionate cook’s perfect must-have. Our Glass 
Panel with Illumination is unobtrusive so it would 
never divert attention from the peaceful view into 
your open plan kitchen or living area. Connect your 
Glass Draft Hood with the Home Connect app and 
choose from endless colours for the edge of your 
Glass Panel. Then treat yourself to a unique cooking 
experience every time with your choice 
of individual lighting.
experience every time with your choice 
of individual lighting.

Guided Air

Easy Access 
Filter



DISHWASHERS
S199YB800E & S299YB800E

As fl exible as life, even the most creative, 
social of lives. Let NEFF take care of the 
dishes while you concentrate on cooking 
and entertaining.

FEATURES
Hob-Hood Control
Allows you to eff ortlessly manage the 
settings for both the hob and hood, 
directly from the hob itself.

TwistPad Fire®
An innovative, removable magnetic 
control dial which stylishly illuminates.

Flex Induction 
Every cook has their own unique cooking style, 
so Flex Induction gives ultimate fl exibility and 
control. This also means that you can enjoy 
even heat distribution across large cookware 
items such as griddle plates. Extended zones 
allow you to cook using accessories up to 
40cm and pots up to 30cm in length.

Frying Sensor
With fi ve temperature settings, Frying 
Sensor monitors heat and holds it steady. 
So, there’s no more burning and you enjoy 
the best possible results.

Power Move
Divide the hob into three heat zones, each 
with a diff erent power level. So now you 
can move a pot easily between intense heat 
at the front, simmering in the middle and a 
low, keep-warm temperature at the back.

TwistPadFire®

Frying Sensor

Flex Induction

IN

FEATURES
Flex 3rd Basket
Sometimes all we need is a bit more 
space, even if it’s temporary. With Flex 
3rd Basket you can create more space 
for glasses, bowls and more. You even 
create extra room for dishes in the top 
and bottom baskets. Clever waves ensure 
that everything stays put, while your big 
knives are safe in the removable knife inlay. 
Additional protection blocks utensils from 
sliding out. Flex 3rd Basket can be easily 
swapped with Flex Cutlery Drawer.

Gap Illumination
Let your eyes follow the light bar on 
the side of your fully integrated built-in 
dishwasher. If Gap Illumination is on, 
the dishwasher is running. And if you 
open the door and pause the cycle, 
the light starts blinking. 

Home Connect – your new 
Favourite function
Sometimes we know exactly what we want 
- and having it saved makes life even easier. 
With Home Connect you can choose a 
programme, option, or combination on your 
dishwasher and save it as “Favourite”, either 
via the app or directly on the dishwasher. 
Start your selection with a single push and 
enjoy the spare moments.

Home Connect

Flex 3rd
Basket

Gap
Illumination

DISHWASHERS
S199YB800E & S299YB800E

Power Move

Open Dry
Bye-bye manually opening the door of your 
dishwasher to allow the load to cool off . 
Open Dry takes care of that by opening 
the door automatically during the drying 
phase. Your dishes aren’t just sparkling 
clean, they’re also cool whenever you feel 
like unloading.

Open Dry

FLEX INDUCTION HOB
T59FS5RX2
Flex Induction

Intuitive cooking control and ultimate freedom 
in the kitchen. Can be installed anywhere so 
perfect for islands. Designed to fi t beautifully 
with the new Glass Draft ventilation system.

Every cook has their own unique cooking style, 
so Flex Induction gives ultimate fl exibility and 

Intuitive cooking control and ultimate freedom 
in the kitchen. Can be installed anywhere so 
perfect for islands. Designed to fi t beautifully 
with the new Glass Draft ventilation system.

Vario Hinge
Vario Hinge off ers the perfect solution 
for installations with limited clearance. 
Available on both models.

Vario Hinge

BA
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SINGLE OVENS COMPACT OVENS WARMING 
DRAWER

TYPE SLIDE & HIDE® SINGLE PYROLYTIC OVEN SINGLE PYROLYTIC OVEN

COLLECTION N90 N70 N90 N70

BLACK GLASS WITH GRAPHITE GREY TRIM B57CS24G0B B57CR22G0B B27CS24G0B B27CR22G0B

OPERATION / DESIGN FEATURES

Full Touch with Large colour TFT Clear Text display - - - -

Shift Control, Medium colour TFT Clear Text display  -  -

Shift Control, Small TFT Clear Text display -  - 

NEFF Design Retractable controls, LCD display - - - -

Door type Slide&Hide® with Rotating 
Handle

Slide&Hide® with Rotating 
Handle Drop Down Door Drop Down Door

Soft open door    

Suitable for SeamlessCombination® accessories    

Electronic control    

KEY FEATURES

Home Connect  -  -

100% steam / Sous Vide function - - - -

Vario Steam / added Steam - - - -

e ight - - - -

Multi Point temperature probe / meat probe - - - -

Baking and roasting assistant  -  -

Telescopic rail 1 x ComfortFlex - 1 x ComfortFlex -

CLEANING FUNCTION

Pyrolytic cleaning    

EcoClean liners (Roof/Back/Sides) - - - -

EasyClean / Base Clean /- /- /- /-

COOKING FUNCTIONS

CircoTherm® 4D with Power Boost 4D with Power Boost 4D with Power Boost 4D with Power Boost

CircoTherm® gentle / top & bottom heat gentle / / / /

Top/bottom heat / bottom heat only / / / /

Circo Roasting    

Full surface grill / Centre surface grill / / / /

Bread baking    

Low temperature cooking    

CircoTherm® Intensive (Pizza Setting)    

Defrost  - / -

Plate warming / Keep warm -/- -/- -/- -/-

Fast preheating    

PERFORMANCE & TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Energy efficiency index1 87.1 81.2 87.1 81.2

Energy efficiency class1 A A+ A A+

Energy consumption per cycle CircoTherm (kWh)1 0.74 0.69 0.74 0.69

Energy consumption per cycle conventional (kWh)1 0.9 0.87 0.9 0.87

Oven capacity1 (litres) 71 71 71 71

Time to cook standard load (mins)1 44 44 44 44

Largest baking sheet area (sq cm)1 1290 1290 1290 1290

Total connected load ()W / Fuse Rating 3450 / 16 3450 / 16 3450 / 16 2990 / 13

Cable length (cm) 120 120 120 120

Water tank capacity( litres) - - - -

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Wire shelves / Universal full width pan 2 / 1 2 / 1 2 / 1 2 / 1

Steam trays - - 3 3

TYPE
14CM HIGH 
WARMING 
DRAWER

BLACK GLASS WITH GRAPHITE GREY TRIM N17HH10G0B

Design compatible with N70 / N90 models

KEY FEATURES

Vacuum drawer -

Plate warming 

Hold Warm 

Defrost 

Low temperature cooking 

Accessory drawer -

Operating indicator light 

Electronic control 

Rotary temperature control dial 

Touch Control -

Number of temperature settings 4

Number of vacuum seal time settings -

Number of vacuum sealing levels - bags / containers -

Glass safety lid -

Maximum temperature (C°) 80

Minimum temperature (C°) 40

Toughened Glass Base 

PERFORMANCE & TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Install independently 

Install with compact appliance N70 / N90

Install with a single oven N70 / N90

Push-Pull opening mechanism 

Drawer interior volume (L) 20

Interior drawer dimensions HxWxD mm 95x468x458

Vacuum chamber dimensions HxWxD mm -

Installation in tall housing or under work surface 

Maximum weight capacity (kg) 25

Total connected loading (W) 810

Minimum fuse rating (Amps) 10

Cable length (in cm) 150

GB plug 

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Vacuuming platform -

External vacuuming adaptor, hose & plugs -

Sample vacuuming bags -

Anti-slip mat -

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

100 x Vacuum bags (180 x 280 mm) -

100 x Vacuum bags (240 x 350 mm) -100 x Vacuum bags (240 x 350 mm) -

TYPE COMPACT OVEN WITH 
MICROWAVE

COMPACT OVEN WITH 
MICROWAVE

COLLECTION N90 N70

BLACK GLASS WITH GRAPHITE GREY TRIM C17MS32G0B C17MR02G0B

OPERATION

Full Touch with Large colour TFT Clear 
Text display  - -

Shift Control, Medium colour TFT Clear 
Text display N90  -

Shift Control, Small TFT Clear Text display  - N70 

NEFF Design Retractable controls, 
LCD display  - - 

KEY FEATURES

Soft close / open door / /

Hot Air cooking  

Home Connect  -

Microwave / Microwave Combination 
Cooking / /

100% steam / Sous Vide Function - -

VarioSteam® - -

Pyrolytic cleaning - -

EasyClean / Base Clean / -

EcoClean liners (Roof/Back/Sides) roof, back, sides -

Electronic control  

MultiPoint Temperature Probe - -

Baking and roasting assistant - -

Suitable for SeamlessCombination® 
accessories  

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

Hot Air gentle / top & bottom heat gentle / /-

Top/bottom heat / bottom heat only / -

Fan & Grill  

Full surface grill/ Centre surface grill / /

Bread baking - -

Low temperature cooking  -

Pizza setting  -

Defrost - -

Plate warming / Keep warm /- /-

Fast pre-heating  
PERFORMANCE & TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION
Energy effi ciency index1 - -

Energy effi ciency class1 - -

Energy consumption per cycle CircoTherm 
(kWh)1 - -

Energy consumption per cycle conventional 
(kWh)1 - -

Oven capacity1 (litres) 45 45

Time to cook standard load (mins)1 - -

Largest baking sheet area (sq cm)1 1290 1290

Inverter technology2  

Maximum power Microwave (W)3 / 
No. of power levels 900 / 5 900 / 5

Total connected load (W) / Fuse Rating 3600 / 16 3600 / 16

Cable length (cm) 150 150

Ceramic Glass Base - -

Water tank capacity litres - -

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Wire shelves / Universal Pan 1 / 1 1 / 1

Steam trays - -



• Yes, model has this feature.      - Feature not available for this model.

TYPE NEFF COLLECTION HOBS

COLLECTION N90 N90

MODEL T59FS5RX2 T68FS6RX2

DESIGN

Width (mm)  918mm 802mm

Control position Front Front 

Control type TwistPad Fire® TwistPad Fire®

Style Front Bevel Front Bevel

KEY FEATURES

Home Connect  

Hob-Hood Control  

5” Full Touch colour display with Dish Categories -

Power Move 3 stages 3 stages

Automatic setting transfer -

Frying Sensor 5 settings 5 settings

Power Boost  

Pan Boost  

Number of Flex Induction zones 2 2

Extended Flex Induction zone - 2

Number of Combi Induction zones - -

FEATURES

Number of individual zones 5 4

Power levels 17 17

Digital display  

Timer with automatic switch o  for each one  

Count up Timer  

QuickStart  

Restart Function  

Energy Consumption Display  

ain on o   switch  

uick-  - -

Pan Recognition  

Demo Mode  

Wipe Protection  

PERFORMANCE / TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Nominal voltage (V) 220-240 220-240

Maximum power output (W) 11,100 7,400

Electrical cable length (cm) 110 110

GB plug - -

Rear left FlexInduction zone - power (kW) / 
dimensions (mm) 2.20 200x230 2.2 200x230

Rear left zone - power (kW) / diameter (mm) - - - -

Rear right FlexInduction zone - power (kW) / 
dimensions (mm) 2.20 200x230 2.2 200x230

Rear right zone - power (kW) / diameter (mm) - - - -

Rear centre zone - power (kW) / diameter (mm) 2.60 320x260 - -

Front centre zone - power (kW) / diameter (mm) - - - -

Front left FlexInduction zone - power (kW) /
dimensions (mm) 2.20 200x230 2.2 200x230

Front left zone - power (kW) / diameter (mm) - - - -

Front right FlexInduction zone - power (kW) / 
dimensions (mm) 2.20 200x230 2.2 200x230

Front right zone - power (kW) / diameter (mm) - - - -

FlexInduction zone left - power (kW) / dimensions (mm) 3.30 400x230 3.30 400x230

FlexInduction zone right - power (kW) / dimensions (mm) 3.30 400x230 3.30 400x230

Extended FlexInduction rear left - power (kW) / 
dimensions (mm) - - 3.30 300x300

Extended FlexInduction rear right - power (kW) / 
dimensions (mm) - - 3.30 300x300

CombiZone left - power (kW) / dimensions (mm) - - - -

CombiZone right - power (kW) / dimensions (mm) - - - -

Rear left zone - with powerBoost (max. kW) 3.70 3.70

Rear right zone - with powerBoost (max. kW) 3.70 3.70

Rear centre zone - with powerBoost (max. kW) 3.70 -

Front centre zone - with powerBoost (max. kW) - -

Front left zone - with powerBoost (max. kW) 3.70 3.70

Front right zone - with powerBoost (max. kW) 3.70 3.70

TYPE 60CM DISHWASHERS FULLY INTEGRATED

COLLECTION N90 N90

MODEL S199YB800E S299YB800E

Control panel colour Black Black

Height (cm) / Hinge type 81.5, Vario Hinge 86.5, Vario Hinge

DESIGN FEATURES

Drying system Zeolith / openDry Zeolith / openDry

Home Connect  WiFi connectivity  

Control panel type Touch Control + TFT Touch Control + TFT

Basket description Flex 3 Flex 3

Flex Drawer / Flex 3rd Basket (3rd loading level) lex rd asket ( etrofi t) lex rd asket ( etrofi t)

Status indicator Gap Illumination Gap Illumination

Door open assist  

Glass care system  

Adjustable upper basket6 3-stage RackmaticTM 3-stage RackmaticTM

umber of fl ip tines in upper  lower basket 6 / 8 6 / 8

Cup shelves upper/ lower baskets 2 / 2 2 / 2

Cutlery holder lower basket  

Largest loadable dish upper7 / lower basket (cm) 27 / 31 29 / 34

Load / Aqua sensor  

Real-time clock  

Start delay time max hours 24 24

Emotion light (interior lighting)  

End of cycle indicator Acoustic Acoustic

Salt / Rinse aid light indicator / /

Self cleaning fi lter system  

Flood protection system AquaStop 24h AquaStop 24h

Safety features Door lock Door lock

PROGRAMMES / FUNCTIONS

List of programmes Eco 50 °C, Auto 45-65 °C, Chef 70 °C, Classic 60 °C, 
Express 45 °C, Glass 40 °C, Silence 50 °C, Favourite, Easy Clean

Eco 50 °C, Auto 45-65 °C, Chef 70 °C, Classic 60 °C, 
Express 45 °C, Glass 40 °C, Silence 50 °C, Favourite, Easy Clean

Additional special options Remote Start, Extra Shine, Power Zone, Extra Hygiene, 
Extra Speed

Remote Start, Extra Shine, Power Zone, Extra Hygiene, 
Extra Speed

Duration of Quick Wash programme 35 35

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Reference programme for measurements Eco 50 °C Eco 50 °C

Energy effi ciency class1 B B

Energy2 / water3 : kWh / litres 64 / 9.5 64 / 9.5

Load capacity (place settings) 13 13

Programme duration4 : h:min 3:55 3:55

Noise level: dB (A) re 1 pW 43 43

oise effi ciency class B B

Noise level (silence programme): dB (A) re 1 pW 41 41

Length of electrical supply cord (cm) 175 175

Length inlet / outlet hose (cm) 165 / 190 165 / 190

Maximum height for installation (mm) 875 925

Maximum height adjustability feet (mm) 60 60

Maximum width for installation (mm) 600 600

Height of the product (mm) 815 865

Width / Depth of the product (mm) 598 / 550 598 / 550

Net weight / Gross weight (kg) 45 / 47 46 / 48

Water softener5  

Maximum accepted water hardness (DH) 50°DH 50°DH

Maximum temperature for water intake (°C) 60 60

Interior cavity Stainless steel Stainless steel

Included accessories Steam protection plate, 
Decorative strips (stainless steel)

Steam protection plate, 
Decorative strips (stainless steel)

EAN code 4242004254072 4242004254089

1  n an energy-effi ciency class scale from A to 
2  Energy consumption in kWh/100 operating cycles (using Eco programme) 
3 Water consumption in litres/operating cycle (using Eco programme) 
4 Duration of Eco programme
5  We would recommend our dishwashers are connected to the mains water supply where possible. 

However, they may also be connected to an external water softener as long as the water softener 
produces softened water of less than 1.1 mmo/litre (7.0°e) and the water softener in the appliance 
is turned o  . lease contact product advice for further information. Water pressure required  0. - 0 
Bar. Flow rate: 10 litres per minute. Inlet valve connected directly to ¾” screwed joint.

6 Adjustable upper basket is 2-stage RackmaticTM when Flex 3rd Basket is installed
7 Largest loadable dish height in upper basket will be smaller when Flex 3rd Basket is installed

Data valid in this table as of April 2021. Sub ect to modifi cation without prior notice.

HOBS DISHWASHER
BA

G BA
G



ANGLED HOOD

TYPE ANGLED

COLLECTION NEFF COLLECTION

BLACK CHIMNEY AND GLASS WITH GRAPHITE GREY TRIM D96IMW1G1

SPECIAL FEATURES

Home Connect 

Adjustable LED White Colour Temperature 

Ambient Light 

Climate Control Sensor 

Hob-Hood control 

Efficient rive 

Intensive setting / Automatic intensive revert1 /

Boost Position (Angled & Flat Hoods) 

NEFF Silence Function 

Filter Saturation Indicator 

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation / recirculating /

Electronic power level display 

Power levels 3 + 2 Intensive

NEFF Fresh Air (Interval operation) 

Automatic after running (minutes) 10

Lighting 2 x LED lights

Softlight with dimmer function 

umber of metal grease fi lter cassettes 2

Type of control Touch Control

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES2

Standard Recirculation Kit Z51AIU0X0

Standard Recirculation Kit (Chimless Installation) Z51AIT0X0

CleanAir Plus Anti-Pollen Recirculation Kit Z51AII1X6

CleanAir Plus Anti-Pollen Recirculation Kit 
(Chimless Installation) Z51AIV1X6

Long Life Regenerative Recirculation Kit Z51AIS0X0

Long Life Regenerative Integrated Recirculation Kit -

Long Life Regenerative Recirculation Kit 
(Chimless Installation) Z51AIR0X0

Black Chimney Z91AXE1S1

PERFORMANCE /  TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Appliance width (mm) 890

Extraction Rate in m3/h3,4

Power level 1 - ducted / recirculating 293 / 221

Power level 2 - ducted / recirculating 342 / 333

Power level 3 - ducted / recirculating 467 / 459

Intensive level 1 - ducted / recirculating 612 / 579

Intensive level 2 - ducted / recirculating 837 / 703

Noise level (sound power) based on dB(A) re 1 pW3,5

Power level 1 - ducted / recirculating 43 / 47

Power level 2 - ducted / recirculating 47 / 58

Power level 3 - ducted / recirculating 55 / 65

Intensive level 1 - ducted / recirculating 61 / 72

Intensive level 2 - ducted / recirculating 67 / 77

Pipe outlet diameter (mm) 150/120

Minimum distance above an electric hob / gas hob6 (mm) 450 / 600

GB plug 

Energy Rating A+

1   Power automatically reverts back to normal setting after intensive. 
2  A type of recirculating kit is required if recirculating. 
3  Air Flow and noise declarations made in line with CECED Code of Conduct. 
4  Measured according to EN61591 on largest pipe diameter. 
5  Sound power measured according to EN60704-3 on largest pipe diameter. 
6   rom top of pan supports. epending on the model, a ecirculating odour fi lter kit’ will 

consist of the following items  Charcoal fi lter, fl exible hose, air duct, fi xing components, 
installation instructions.

1   Power automatically reverts back to normal setting after intensive. 
2  A type of recirculating kit is required if recirculating. 
3  Air Flow and noise declarations made in line with CECED Code of Conduct. 
4  Measured according to EN61591 on largest pipe diameter. 
5  Sound power measured according to EN60704-3 on largest pipe diameter. 
6   From top of pan supports. Depending on the model, a ‘Recirculating odour 

fi lter kit’ will consist of the following items  Charcoal fi lter, fl exible hose, 
air duct, fi xing components, installation instructions.

TYPE GLASS DRAFT HOOD

COLLECTION NEFF COLLECTION N90 NEFF COLLECTION N90

COLOUR BLACK WITH CLEAR GLASS BLACK WITH CLEAR GLASS

MODEL I98WMM1S7B I88WMM1S7B

SPECIAL FEATURES

Seamless installation to NEFF Collection Induction Hobs  

Home Connect  

Guided Air  

Adjustable LED White Colour Temperature - -

Ambient Light  

Climate Control Sensor  

Hob-Hood control  

Efficient rive  

Intensive setting / Automatic intensive revert1  

Boost Position (Angled & Flat Hoods) - -

NEFF Silence Function - -

Filter Saturation Indicator  

Filter Service Position  

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation / recirculating  

Electronic power level display - -

Power levels 3 + 2 Intensive 3 + 2 Intensive

NEFF Fresh Air (Interval operation)  

Automatic after running (minutes) 10 10

Lighting Glass rim illumination Glass rim illumination

Softlight with dimmer function - -

umber of metal grease filter cassettes 2 2

Type of control Touch Control Touch Control

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES2

Long Life Regenerative Recirculation Kit (10 Year) Z92WWJ12 Z92WWJ11

CleanAir Plus Anti-Pollen Recirculation Kit Z92WWI1X7 Z92WWI1X6

Regenerative Recirculation Kit (2 year) - -

Seamless Installation Kit Z92WWY9X2 Z92WWY8X2

Remote Motor Installation Mounting Kit Z92WWM11 Z92WWM11

PERFORMANCE & TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Appliance width (mm) 918 802

Extraction Rate in m3/h3,4

Power level 1 - ducted / recirculating 223 / 170 223 / 170

Power level 2 - ducted / recirculating 378 / 362 378 / 362

Power level 3 - ducted / recirculating 501 / 447 501 / 447

Intensive level 1 - ducted / recirculating 620 / 501 620 / 501

Intensive level 2 - ducted / recirculating 775 / 562 775 / 562

Noise level (sound power) based on dB(A) re 1 pW3,5

Power level 1 - ducted / recirculating 39 / 43 39 / 43

Power level 2 - ducted / recirculating 56 / 60 56 / 60

Power level 3 - ducted / recirculating 62 / 65 62 / 65

Intensive level 1 - ducted / recirculating 67 / 67 67 / 67

Intensive level 2 - ducted / recirculating 70 / 70 70 / 70

Extension Height (mm) 250 250

Pipe outlet diameter (mm) 150 150

Minimum distance to an electric hob / gas hob6 (mm) 0 / Not Compatible 0 / Not Compatible

GB plug  

Energy Rating A A

COFFEE MACHINE

TYPE COFFEE CENTRE

BLACK GLASS WITH GRAPHITE GREY TRIM C17KS61G0

OPERATION

Shift Control, Medium colour TFT Clear Text display N90

Design compatible with N90/N70

KEY FEATURES

Home Connect 

Electronic control 

SensoFlow System 

Aroma pressure system 

Auto Valve System 

AromaDoubleShot 

Automatic steam blast milk cleaning function 

Ceramic co ee grinders 

Multilevel grinding setting 

Cup illumination 

eight ad ustable milk  co ee outlets (mm) 7-15

Ad ustable automatic switch o  setting 

Integrated water filter 

PROGRAMMES / FUNCTIONS

Personalised beverage settings 1 or 2 cup

Milk foam 1 or 2 cup

Hot water 1 or 2 cup

Warm milk 1 or 2 cup

Ristretto 1 or 2 cup

Co  ee 1 or 2 cup

Espresso 1 or 2 cup

Cappuccino 1 or 2 cup

Latte Macchiato 1 or 2 cup

Ca  e atte 1 or 2 cup

Espresso Macchiato 1 or 2 cup

One touch function for milk drinks 

Co  ee  ot Water temperature options 3 / 4

Milk foam / frothing function /

Warm Milk function 

Cleaning / descaling / programmes /

Automatic rinse when switched on o  /

PERFORMANCE & TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Installation in a tall housing 950-1450mm high

Left hinged door to access interior 

Brewing chamber volume (g) 8-12

Bean container capacity (g) 500

round co  ee container 

Water tank capacity (litres) 2.4

Total connected loading (W) 1600

Cable length (cm) 170

ACCESSORIES

Insulated Milk container capacity (litres) 0.5

Milk pipe 

Co ee scoop 

WORKTOP HOODS



Energy Rating

1   Power automatically reverts back to normal setting after intensive. 
2  A type of recirculating kit is required if recirculating. 
3  Air Flow and noise declarations made in line with CECED Code of Conduct. 
4  Measured according to EN61591 on largest pipe diameter. 4  Measured according to EN61591 on largest pipe diameter. 4

5  Sound power measured according to EN60704-3 on largest pipe diameter. 
6   rom top of pan supports. epending on the model, a ecirculating odour fi lter kit’ will 

consist of the following items  Charcoal fi lter, fl exible hose, air duct, fi xing components, 
installation instructions.

A



NEFF Customer Service
Grand Union House
Old Wolverton Road
Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire
MK12 5ZR

Join our cooking communities for all the latest recipe ideas, tips, advice and product news.

@NEFFHomeUK @NEFFHomeUK @NEFFHomeUK@NEFFHomeUK

BSH Home Appliances Ltd.
M50 business Park
Ballymount
Dublin 12
T: 1890 626 041
www.neff -home.com/ie

NEFF, a division of BSH Home Appliances Ltd.
Grand Union House
Old Wolverton Road
Wolverton
Milton Keynes
MK12 5PT
www.neff -home.com/uk
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